2012 Outcomes for McMaster RDC

**05-SSH-MCM-0872** Andrew Boyd, Christine Feaver, Claire De Oliveira, Frank T. Denton and Li Wang. The SEDAP Research Program – Work on Topics in Research Area 1: The Changing Economic and Demographic Environment


**06-SSH-MCM-0932-S001** Anwar Merchant, Dietary Lifestyle Determinants of Obesity in Hamilton, ON


**Working paper:** Merchant, AT, Tripathi, A, and Pervaiz, F. “Available Energy from soft drinks: more than the sum of its parts.” RDC wp 27, February 2012.


**06-SSH-MCM-1174** Kenneth Bruce Newbold, Internal Migration Dynamics and Aging in Place

**Reports:** Bruce Newbold and Tyler Merideth. 2012. “Migration among Canadian Seniors: Implications for Public Policy”. IRPP: Ottawa

**08-MOHLTC-MCM-1739** Anait Raphaelovna Gabrielyan, Andrew Boyd, Arthur Sweetman, Chao Wang, Jeremiah E. Hurley, Li (Allie) Wang, Mehrdad Roham, Michel Grignon, Mustafa Ornek, Norman Phillip Archer, Philip Stewart Leonard and Qing Li. The role of technological innovation in the increased concentration of health care expenditure on the elderly?

**Presentations:** Roham, M. and Gabrielyan, A.R. Analyses of large databases and datasets-population studies and data mining. Course K736, target Graduate Students. McMaster University, Hamilton, ON. October 9, 2012

08-MOHLTC-MCM-1741 Jeffrey Scott Racine, Jeremiah E. Hurley, Keegan Muldoon, Patrick F. DeLuca and Philip De Cicca. Joint Pilot Projects between the Ontario Ministry of Health and Statistics Canada


08-SSH-MCM-1537 Ross Finnie, Stephen Edward Childs. Effects of University Characteristics and Academic Regulations on Undergraduate Students' Persistence, Degree Completion and Time to Degree


09-HRD-MCM-2027 Steven Farber, Understanding the transportation situation of Canadian adults with disabilities


09-SSH-MCM-1957: Eric Kuame Duku and Michael Boyle, Trajectories of Conduct/Antisocial Behaviour in Adolescence: An Examination of Risk and Protective Factors


Refereed article: Kristin Cleverley, Peter Szatmari, Tracy Vaillancourt, Michael Boyle and Ellen Lipman. 2012. “Developmental trajectories of physical and indirect aggression from late childhood to adolescence: Sex Differences and Outcomes in Emerging Adulthood”. Journal of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 51(10):1037-1051
09-SSH-MCM-2067: Charles Burke, Darren Meryl Scott, Dominik Papinski and Jeffrey Axisa, Migration, Urban Growth, and Long Distance Commuting: Implications for Sustainability


Refereed article: Jeff Axisa, Bruce Newbold and Darren Scott. 2012. “Migration, Urban Growth, and Commuting Distance in Toronto’s Commute Shed”. Area 44(3):344-355


Summary or Abstract Page Web Address: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0966692311001566

Undergrad or MA Thesis: Jeff Axisa. 2012. Migration and the journey to work in Toronto’s commuter shed. School of Geography & Earth Sciences, McMaster University, Hamilton

09-SSH-MCM-2143 Steven Renzetti. Household behaviour related to water use and conservation

Presentation: D. Dupont “Thirsting for knowledge: An economist’s approach to water issues”, Inaugural invited speaker at “Virtual Events” (on online speaker series to connect students and young professionals from across Canada to discuss water-related projects, concepts and ideas). April 5, 2012


09-SSH-MCM-2180 Katholiki Georgiades, Factors influencing body mass index among Immigrant and Non-immigrant Canadian

Conference Talks: Gita Wahi, Michael Boyle, Katherine Morrison, Kathy Georgiades. Factors influencing body mass index among Immigrant and Non-immigrant Canadian Youth. Pediatric Academic Societies, Boston, MA, USA. May 5, 2012

09-SSH-MCM-2216 Jeffrey Scott Racine and Jeremiah E. Hurley, Does Supplemental Private Health Insurance Causes Better Health?

Web address: http://www.economics.mcmaster.ca/research/department-working-papers/2012-

09-SSH-MCM-2217 Michael Veall, Are contributions of time and money substitutes or complements?


09-SSH-MCM-2278 Jianhui Li and Wei Yang, Does compulsory volunteering affect subsequent behaviour?: Evidence from a natural experiment in Canada


10-CCR-MCM-2459 Alice Lytwyn, Laurie Elit and Xingli Wei, Analysis of Ovarian and Uterine Cancers


10-SSH-MCM-2335 Andrew Boyd, Chao Wang, Meredith Lenore Lilly, Philip Stewart Leonard, Qing Li, Wei Yang and Yaw Okae Owusu, Stocks and flows of health human resources in Canada

**Invited talks:** Arthur Sweetman. On the Margins of Medicare: Chiropractic Delisting. University of Guelph Economics Department, Guelph, ON. November 10, 2012


**Ph.D. Dissertation:** Wei Yang. 2012. ESSAYS ON THE ECONOMICS OF VOLUNTEERISM, CHARITY, AND HEALTHCARE Department of Economics, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON

10-SSH-MCM-2483 Peter Kitchen, Sense of belonging to local community: Health, socio-economic status and geography

**Refereed article:** Kitchen, P., Williams, A., and Chowhan, J. 2012. “Sense of Community Belonging and Health in Canada: A Regional Analysis”. *Social Indicators Research*
Andrew Boyd, Becky (Jingye) Shi, Brendan Sweeney, Chao Wang, Mikal Skuterud, Philip Stewart Leonard, Qing Li and Rebecca Young, Canada's elementary and secondary schools' workforce and students


Hmwe Hmwe Kyu and Michael Boyle, Area influences on the prevalence and socioeconomic determinants of tobacco use in Canada.


Tina Hotton Mahony, Data Verification and Collaboration


11-DTS-MCM-2577-S003 Rebecca Casey,

**Presentation:** Unmet Health Care Needs: The impact of Disability and Aging at the Southern Ontario Interdisciplinary Health & Aging Symposium. February 24-25, 2012 at McMaster University, Hamilton, ON.

11-DTS-MCM-2577-S005 Katholiki Georgiades, Michael Boyle. Advanced Analysis of Survey Data (HRM 790, Econ, Geog, Psy, Soc 770)

**Conference Talks:** Daniel Rowe. The Impact of Job Strain On Smoking Cessation and Relapse. Canadian Research Data Centre Network, University of New Brunswick, NB. October 23, 2012

11-DTS-MCM-2577-S008 Katholiki Georgiades, Michael Boyle, Advanced Analysis of Survey Data (HRM 790, Econ, Geog, Psy, Soc 770)

**Conference Presentations:** Kit Young-Hoon. A longitudinal study on the impact of income and poverty change on smoking. McMaster Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics Research Day, Sheraton Hotel, Hamilton, ON. March 16, 2012


11-DTS-MCM-2577-S010 German Reano-Alvarez,

http://socserv.mcmaster.ca/rdc/RDCwp37.pdf


11-SSH-MCM-1576-R001 Bruce Newbold, Smoking Cessation amongst Immigrants in Canada
Publication Web Address: http://www.journals.elsevier.com/social-science-and-medicine/

11-SSH-MCM-2734  Isik Zeytinoglu, Immigrants' Promotion Experience in Canada


11-SSH-MCM-2735  Isik Zeytinoglu, Understanding the effects of diversity on job and pay satisfaction of employees

Publication Web Address: http://www.erudit.org/revue/ri/2012/v67/n1/1008193ar.pdf


11-SSH-MCM-2817  Michael Boyle, The influence of sex and immigrant status on risk for Intimate Partner Violence (IPV): Evidence from the Canadian General Social Survey


11-SSH-MCM-2855  Wei Yang, Re-examining Pathways in the SES-Health Relationship

11-SSH-MCM-2906  Daniel Harrington, Health and Vulnerable Populations: Examining the Prevalence and Environmental Determinants of Food Allergy among Aboriginal Children


11-SSH-MCM-2913  Andrew Boyd, Chao Wang, Li (Allie) Wang, Philip Stewart Leonard, Qing Li, Wei Yang and Yaw Okae Owusu, Workers in the Health Care Industry

**Conference talks:** Arthur Sweetman. Public Health Spending in Canada: Paying the Workers, Bending the Cost Curve in Health Care – University of Regina, Saskatoon, SK. January 1, 2012


11-SSH-MCM-2950  Andrew Boyd, Philip Stewart Leonard, Rebecca Young. Effects of Education Policy on the Margin

**Conference Talks:** Rebecca Young. Working While in School. Canadian Economics Association, Calgary, AB. May 12, 2012

11-SSH-MCM-2982  Laura Jane Duncan and Michael Boyle, Modeling the Influences of Chronic Illness and Family Environment on the Self-concept and Mental Health Outcomes of Adolescents

**Conference talks:** Ferro, MA. The influence of parental depression on youth self-concept. CAPE, Montreal, QC. September 27, 2012

12-SSH-MCM-3190  Dylan Simone, Housing Trajectory of Newcomers to Canada

McMaster RDC Working Papers for 2012
(Not listed above, contracts numbers missing)

**RDC wp24**: Natalia Diaz-Granados, Katholiki Georgiades and Michael H. Doyle (February 2012). “Regional and Individual Influences on Use of Mental Health Services in Canada”

**RDC wp25**: Steven Farber and Antonio Paez (February 2012). “Employment status and commute distance of Canadians with disabilities”

**RDC wp29**: Sean Lauer, Lori Wilkinson, Miu Chung Yan, Rick Sin and A. Ka Tat Tsang (February 2012). “Immigrant Youth and Employment: Lessons Learned from the Analysis of LSIC and 82 Lived Stories”

**RDC wp30**: Gordon B. Cooke, Isik U. Zeytinoglu and Sara L. Mann (February 2012). “Weekend-based short weekends: peripheral work or facilitating ‘work-life balance’?”

**RDC wp31**: Gordon B. Cooke, Isik U. Zeytinoglu and James Chowhan (February 2012). “Barriers to training access”

**RDC wp32**: Isik U. Zeytinoglu, Gordon B. Cooke and Sara L. Mann (February 2012). “Flexibility: Whose Choice Is It Anyway?”

**RDC wp33**: Isik U. Zeytinoglu, Gordon B. Cooke and Sara L. Mann (February 2012). “Employer Offered Family Support Programs, Gender and Voluntary and Involuntary Part-Time Work”

**RDC wp34**: Sara L. Mann, Gordon B. Cooke and Isik U. Zeytinoglu (February 2012). “Workplace Child Care and Elder Care Programs and Employee Retention”

**RDC wp35**: Gordon B. Cooke, James Chowhan and Travor Brown (February 2012). “Declining versus participating in employer-supported training in Canada”

**RDC wp36**: Dillon T. Browne, Adefowope Odueyungbo, Lehana Thabane, Carolyn Byrne and Lindsay A. Smart (February 2012). “Parenting-by-gender interactions in child psychopathology: attempting to address inconsistencies with a Canadian national database”

**RDC wp38**: Peter Kitchen, Allison Williams and James Chowhan (April 2012). “Walking to work in Canada: health benefits, socio-economic characteristics and urban-regional variations”

**RDC wp39**: Peter Kitchen, Allison Williams, Raymond W. Pong and Donna Wilson (April 2012). “Socio-spatial patterns of home care use in Ontario, Canada: a case study”

**RDC wp40**: Peter Kitchen, Allison Williams and James Chowhan (April 2012). “Sense of Community Belonging and Health in Canada: A Regional Analysis”


RDC wp43: James Chowhan (October 2012). “An Inquiry into the Measurement of Child and Youth Obesity with Canadian Survey Data”